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Abstract: Teacher practices are essential for supporting students in scientific inquiry practices, such as
the construction of scientific explanations. In this study, we examine what instructional practices teachers
engage in when they introduce scientific explanation and whether these practices influence students’ ability
to construct scientific explanations during a middle school chemistry unit. Thirteen teachers enacted a
project-based chemistry unit, How can I make new stuff from old stuff?, with 1197 seventh grade students.
We videotaped each teacher’s enactment of the focal lesson on scientific explanation and then coded the
videotape for four different instructional practices: modeling scientific explanation, making the rationale of
scientific explanation explicit, defining scientific explanation, and connecting scientific explanation to
everyday explanation. Our results suggest that when teachers introduce scientific explanation, they vary in
the practices they engage in as well as the quality of their use of these practices. We also found that
teachers’ use of instructional practices can influence student learning of scientific explanation and that the
effect of these instructional practices depends on the context in terms of what other instructional practices
the teacher uses.  2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Res Sci Teach 45: 53–78, 2008
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Classrooms are complex systems where many factors influence student learning, including
teachers, peers, and other resources (Lampert, 2002). Recent research (Reiser et al., 2001) and
reform documents (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993; National
Research Council, 1996) argue that the role of the teacher is essential in structuring and guiding
students’ understanding of scientific inquiry, a key learning goal in recent science education
reform efforts. Teachers need to support students in making sense of these scientific inquiry
practices (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, & Scott, 1994). We are interested in how different
teacher instructional practices during the enactment of the same instructional unit influence
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students’ ability to engage in one important scientific inquiry practice, the construction of
scientific explanations.
Role of Teachers in Inquiry
It is not enough to acknowledge that teachers play a critical role. We need to know what their
role is in order to help support them in the difficult task of creating an inquiry-oriented classroom.
Teachers have difficulty helping students with scientific inquiry practices, such as asking
thoughtful questions, designing experiments, and drawing conclusions from data (Marx,
Blumenfeld, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1997). Many science teachers may not have the appropriate
expertise to create an inquiry-based learning environment (Krajcik, Mamlok, & Hug, 2001).
Teachers need to learn new ways of teaching to promote scientific inquiry, which may differ from
their own earlier socialization into school science as students (Lee, 2004; Metz, 2000). Although
teachers often have difficulty supporting students, there is little research that provides guidance on
what types of teacher practices may help students with scientific inquiry.
Research literature about inquiry classrooms often does not describe the classroom practices,
rather classroom inquiry is summarized as ‘‘doing science,’’ ‘‘hands-on science,’’ or ‘‘real-world
science’’ (Crawford, 2000). Furthermore, researchers often label a classroom as inquiry-oriented
based on the nature of the curriculum materials used by the teacher and not by what the teacher and
students are actually doing (Flick, 1995). Because teachers’ beliefs about the nature of science,
student learning, and the role of the teacher substantially affect their enactment of inquiry
curriculum (Keys & Bryan, 2001), this raises the question of how using inquiry materials actually
translates into inquiry-oriented classrooms. There is probably a range of inquiry occurring in these
research studies labeled as exploring inquiry-oriented classrooms. Like other researchers (Flick,
2000; Keys & Bryan, 2001), we argue that there are few research studies that actually examine
teachers’ instructional practices in inquiry classrooms.
Scientific Explanations
One prominent scientific inquiry practice in both the standards documents (AAAS, 1993;
NRC, 1996) and recent research literature in science education is the construction of
scientific explanations or arguments (e.g., Bell & Linn, 2000; Driver, Newton, & Osborne,
2000; Jiménez-Aleixandre, Rodrı́guez, & Duschl, 2000; Kelly & Takao, 2002; Sandoval, 2003;
Zohar & Nemet, 2002). Explanations refer to how or why a phenomenon occurs (Chin & Brown,
2000). An argument is an assertion with a justification (Kuhn, 1991) or a standpoint that is justified
or defended for a particular audience (Van Eemeren et al., 1996). In our work, we use the word
‘‘explanation’’ to align with the national and state science standards that our teachers need to
address, but our work builds on literature for both explanation and argumentation. Our goal is to
help students construct scientific explanations about phenomena where they justify their claims
using appropriate evidence and scientific principles.
Engaging students in scientific explanation and argumentation is a fundamental aspect of
scientific inquiry (Duschl & Osborne, 2002). A key goal for science education is to help students
seek evidence and reasons for the ideas or knowledge claims that we draw in science (Driver et al.,
2000). Helping students engage in this practice may help shift their view of science away from
science as a static set of facts to science as a social process where knowledge is constructed. Bell
and Linn (2000) found that there is a correlation between students’ views about science and the
arguments that they construct. They suggested that engaging students in this practice may help
refine their image of science. Furthermore, engaging in scientific explanation may help students
construct a deeper understanding of the content knowledge. For example, Zohar and Nemet (2002)
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found that students who were engaged in a unit on argumentation skills through dilemmas in
human genetics learned greater biological content knowledge than a comparison group who
learned genetics in a more traditional manner.
Although engaging in scientific explanation is an important learning goal for students,
students often have difficulty articulating and defending their knowledge claims (Sadler, 2004).
Kuhn (1991) investigated both children and adults’ ability to construct arguments and found
that this practice often did not come naturally to them. They often had difficulty coordinating their
claims and evidence. Even in a classroom setting where scientific explanation is an explicit goal,
students still have many difficulties. Students can have difficulty using appropriate evidence
(Sandoval, 2003) and providing sufficient evidence for their claims (Sandoval & Millwood,
2005). Students also have difficulty justifying why they chose their evidence to support their
claims (Bell & Linn, 2000). In our previous work, we found that students had the most
difficulty using scientific principles to justify why their evidence supports their claim (McNeill
et al., 2006).
To help middle school students and teachers with this difficult scientific inquiry practice, we
developed an instructional model for scientific explanation by adapting Toulmin’s (1958) model
of argumentation. The scientific explanation framework includes three components: a claim
(a conclusion about a problem); evidence (data that supports the claim); and reasoning
(a justification, built from scientific principles, for why the evidence supports the claim). In other
work, we discussed the development of our framework as an instructional model (McNeill,
Lizotte, Krajcik, & Marx, 2006; Moje et al., 2004) and as an assessment tool (McNeill & Krajcik,
2007). In this study, we explore how teachers’ different uses of the explanation framework in their
classrooms influenced student learning.
Teacher Instructional Practices Supporting Scientific Explanation
Few research studies have explored teacher instructional practices and their influence on
students’ construction of scientific explanation or argument. Previous research on students’
construction of explanations in science has focused on scaffolds provided in the student materials
or software programs (e.g., Bell & Linn, 2000; Lee & Songer, 2004; Sandoval, 2003; Zembal-
Saul, Munford, Crawford, Friedrichsen, & Land, 2002) or on students’ discussions in order to
characterize their explanations (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; Meyer & Woodruff, 1997).
Tabak (2004) looked at the role of the teacher in helping students construct evidence-based
explanations. She argued that the teacher plays an important role in distributed scaffolding where
many aspects of the learning environment, including software and other tools, come together
synergistically to support student learning. Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, (2004) recently began
exploring pedagogical practices that support students in argumentation. They argued that
argumentation does not come naturally to students and that pedagogical practices are important
for enhancing the quality of students’ arguments. One of their initial findings is that teacher
differences in their emphasis on components of argument may be a result of their different
understandings of what counts as an argument (Erduran, Simon, & Osborne, 2004).
To further understand the role of teachers in supporting scientific explanation, we examined
the literature for instructional practices that may support student learning of scientific explanation,
but also other scientific inquiry practices, such as asking questions and designing experiments.
From this literature, as well as a preliminary study we conducted on teacher practices (Lizotte,
McNeill, & Krajcik, 2004), we decided to examine how teachers used four instructional practices
during their introduction of scientific explanation: defining scientific explanation, making the
rationale of scientific explanation explicit, modeling scientific explanation, and connecting
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scientific explanation to everyday explanation. We describe each of these instructional practices
and provide examples of how they may support students’ successful engagement in scientific
explanations.
Defining Scientific Explanation
What is meant by various inquiry practices, such as designing experiments, asking questions,
or constructing explanations, is not necessarily understood by students. One instructional practice
a teacher may use to help students with these inquiry practices is to explicitly make the definition
of these practices clear to students. Making scientific thinking strategies explicit to students can
help facilitate their understanding and use of the strategies (Herrenkohl, Palincsar, DeWater, &
Kawasaki, 1999). For example, Metz (2000) found that being explicit about scientific inquiry
practices was important for helping children with the inquiry practice of formulating and refining
questions. Explicit instruction may benefit diverse learners who are more likely to be unfamiliar
with the participation rules and practices that are an essential part of scientific inquiry (Fradd &
Lee, 1999). Consequently, this type of explicitness may allow students with impoverished
experiences in science education to more effectively participate in classroom instruction as well as
be beneficial to all students.
In terms of scientific explanation, students may create stronger explanations if teachers
explicitly define what is meant by a scientific explanation and define the three components, claim,
evidence, and reasoning. In a preliminary study (Lizotte et al., 2004), we found that when teachers
explicitly defined scientific explanation, particularly the reasoning component, their students
constructed stronger explanations.
Making the Rationale of Scientific Explanation Explicit
Instruction should both facilitate students’ ability to perform inquiry practices and their
understanding of the logic behind the practice (Kuhn, Black, Keselman, & Kaplan, 2000). Helping
students understand the rationale behind why a particular scientific inquiry practice is important in
science may result in students being better able to complete a performance. Chen and Klahr (1999)
found that providing students with the rationale behind controlling variables in science
experiments resulted in greater learning of this inquiry practice relative to students who did not
receive the explicit instruction. Discussing why it is important to control variables to conduct a
‘‘fair’’ experiment helped students when they had to conduct their own experiments.
For scientific explanations, it may help students to construct stronger explanations if they
understand why an individual may want to construct a scientific explanation and why providing
evidence and reasoning results in a stronger, more convincing explanation. Students may need
help understanding why someone would argue for a claim. Furthermore, it might be unclear why
providing evidence and reasoning provides greater support than just providing an opinion.
Modeling Scientific Explanation
Modeling various inquiry practices is another instructional practice teachers can use to
support student inquiry. Crawford (2000) argued that one of the key characteristics of a teacher
establishing an inquiry-based learning environment is modeling the behaviors of a scientist. For
example, the teacher Crawford researched in her case study frequently modeled how to grapple
with data—specifically, through the extensive questioning of both the methods and results of data
collection. Tabak and Reiser (1997) also found that student learning through collaboration in
inquiry settings is more effective when teachers model strategies. For example, a teacher modeling
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how to reason from biological data can help students complete this same process of analyzing data
on their own (Tabak, 2004).
Modeling how to include evidence and reasons for claims can help students in their own
practice (Crawford, Kelly, & Brown, 2000). This can also help students learn how to use the
general scientific explanation framework in a domain-specific context. Teachers can model
explanations either through writing or speaking to provide students with concrete examples.
Providing students with examples of strong and weak arguments can help them develop an
understanding of what counts as a good argument (Osborne et al., 2004).
Connecting Scientific Explanation to Everyday Explanation
Connecting scientific discourse and inquiry practices to students’ everyday discourse can
help support students’ learning of scientific inquiry. Lee and Fradd (1998) proposed ‘‘the notion of
instructional congruence to indicate the process of mediating the nature of academic content with
students’ language and cultural experiences to make such content (e.g., science) accessible,
meaningful, and relevant for diverse students’’ (p. 12). Moje, Collazo, Carrillo, and Marx, (2001)
built on this concept of instructional congruence. The way students use scientific discourse is
shaped by the everyday discourses that they bring to the classroom. To help students develop
scientific discourse, teachers need to develop students’ awareness of different discourses and
make connections between students’ everyday discourse and science discourse (Moje et al.,
2001).
Focusing on science as a discourse with distinct language forms and ways of knowing, such as
building theories, analyzing data, and communicating their findings, can help language-minority
students learn to think and talk scientifically (Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1992). Students need
to understand how constructing an explanation in science or supporting a claim in science looks
different than in everyday life. Teachers also need to draw from students’ everyday discourse
(Moje et al., 2001) and make connections about the similarities between scientific discourse and
everyday discourse. For example, a teacher may want to discuss how ‘‘using evidence’’ or




This study occurred during a middle school chemistry unit,How can Imake new stuff from old
stuff? (Stuff) (McNeill et al., 2004), which we developed using a learning-goals-driven design
model (Reiser, Krajcik, Moje, & Marx, 2003). The unit is contextualized in two everyday
substances, soap and lard, with the students ultimately investigating how to make soap from lard.
During the instructional sequence, students experience other phenomena as well, but they cycle
back to soap and lard as they delve deeper into the different content learning goals. The learning-
goals-driven design model emphasizes the alignment of the materials with national standards
(AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). During the 8-week chemistry unit, students learn about substances
and properties, chemical reactions, and conservation of mass, both at the phenomena level and the
particulate level. Besides content learning goals, the unit also focuses on scientific inquiry
practices. During the unit, students design investigations, conduct investigations, analyze data,
create models, and construct scientific explanations. Frequently, the construction of scientific
explanations is the culminating event in a lesson and supports the meaning-making by
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helping students apply scientific principles to understand the results of their investigations. For
example, students conduct an investigation in which they combine a copper penny with acetic acid
(i.e., vinegar). After they collect their data, they write a scientific explanation about whether or not
a chemical reaction occurred.
When designing the Stuff curriculum materials, we incorporated educative components in the
material including instructional practices to support students in writing explanations. By
educative curriculum materials, we mean teacher materials that are specifically designed to
promote teacher learning and practice (Ball & Cohen, 1996; Davis & Krajcik, 2005). We also
provided teachers with professional development in which we discussed many aspects of the unit
including how to support students in the construction of scientific explanations. Although we
suggested that teachers use different instructional practices, we realized that the use and enactment
of the curriculum materials would vary by teacher (Remillard, 2005). We view teaching as a design
activity where teachers use their own resources and capacities to make meaning and adapt
curriculum materials for their particular classrooms (Brown, 2004).
During the unit, the materials suggest that teachers introduce students to the concept of
scientific explanations through a focal lesson. We were specifically interested in what instructional
practices teachers used during this lesson, because of the lesson’s explicit focus on explanation.
This lesson occurs about 2 weeks into the unit after students have collected data for the various
properties of lard and soap (i.e., color, hardness, solubility, melting point, and density). Initially,
students gather data and write a scientific explanation using their prior understanding of
explanation as a guide. After students write their explanations, the materials suggest that the
teachers use a number of instructional practices to support students in scientific explanation. For
example, they suggest that the teacher introduce the scientific explanation framework and define
the three components (i.e., claim, evidence, and reasoning). The materials also suggest connecting
the explanation framework to an everyday example, such as making the claim that an individual
is the ‘‘best singer’’ or the ‘‘best quarterback,’’ and discussing how a scientific explanation is
similar and different from an everyday example. Finally, the materials suggest that the teacher
model how to construct a scientific explanation. The materials provide three hypothetical
examples of weak and strong explanations that the teacher may use to model the use of the
explanation framework to evaluate the explanations for the quality of the three components. After
the discussion of scientific explanations, students then critique and rewrite their own explanations.
In the focal lesson on explanation, the instructional materials explicitly discuss three of the
four instructional practices we are interested in investigating: defining, modeling, and connecting
to everyday explanation. Unfortunately, in looking back at the lesson we found that although we
discussed the rationale with the teachers, we did not suggest that they discuss it with their students.
The curriculum materials discuss the rationale behind scientific explanation in an introductory
section for teachers to help them understand what scientific explanation is and why it is important.
However, the curriculum materials do not suggest that teachers discuss this rationale with their
students. Nevertheless, we decided to still look for this strategy in the videotapes of the focal lesson
to see if teachers were using it and whether it influenced student learning. Any findings about this
and the other practices will inform future revision of the curriculum materials.
For students to learn how to evaluate data, they need numerous opportunities to evaluate rich,
complex models of data (Chinn & Brewer, 2001; Lehrer & Schauble, 2002). We believe students
also need numerous opportunities to engage in scientific explanations. After the focal lesson,
students construct approximately ten scientific explanations during the unit.1 Students record the
results of their investigations and scientific explanations on student investigation sheets, which
provide written scaffolds to support their explanation construction. These written scaffolds
provide both context-specific and generic support and fade, or provide less detail, over time. The
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design was informed by research we conducted during the previous enactment in which we found
that fading written support resulted in students constructing stronger explanations on the posttest,
particularly for reasoning (McNeill et al., 2006).
Participants
Participants included 13 teachers out of a pool of 23 teachers involved in a larger curriculum
materials development project. Many of the teachers had previously worked with the university
researchers as part of research to develop project-based science curriculum. Teachers from
the larger pool were asked to participate in this study due to the ability of researchers to get to the
schools to collect data, and we wanted to include teachers from the different areas (e.g., large
urban, small city, and suburban). Two of the teachers were men and the other 11 were women.
Seven of the teachers were African American, five were Caucasian, and one chose not to report her
ethnicity. All 13 teachers were certified to teach science although they had a wide range of
experiences with teaching. The number of years they had taught science ranged from one teacher
who was in her second year of teaching to another teacher who was in her thirtieth year of teaching.
For the group of 13 teachers, the average number of years of experience teaching science was
10. Although there was a range of experiences in the group, all teachers were interested in using the
inquiry-oriented curriculum materials; consequently, they may be more likely to support inquiry
in their instruction than a random sample of middle school teachers.
The 13 teachers taught 1197 seventh grade students. Nine of the teachers (Teachers A–I)
worked in a large midwestern urban area (Urban A) where the majority of the students were
African American (over 90%) and from lower- to lower-middle-income families. Eight of these
teachers worked in public schools and one taught in a charter school (Teacher I). Two teachers
(Teachers J and K) were from an independent middle school in a small midwestern city (City B),
where the majority of students were Caucasian and middle- to upper-middle-income families. One
teacher (Teacher L) taught in a second, large midwestern urban area (Urban C) in a public school.
The student population in this school was ethnically diverse (approximately 44% Caucasian, 34%
African American, 12% Hispanic, and 10% Asian), with the majority of students from lower- and
middle-income families. The last teacher (Teacher M) taught in a suburb of the second, large urban
area (Suburb D). The student population in this school was ethnically diverse (approximately 45%
Caucasian, 36% African American, 16% Hispanic, and 2% Asian) and the majority of these
students were from lower- and middle-income families. As supported by the range of pretest
scores at the beginning of the unit, students began the unit with a diversity of prior experiences and
content knowledge. Unfortunately, our agreement with the schools only allows us to collect
students’ gender but not other demographic data from individual students.
Evaluating Teacher Instructional Practices
For each of the 13 teachers, we videotaped their enactment of the focal lesson on scientific
explanation. We chose this lesson because we were specifically interested in how the teachers
introduced scientific explanations to their students. Furthermore, as the lesson specifically focused
on helping students understand how to construct scientific explanations, we believed there was a
greater chance of observing the teachers’ use of these different instructional practices during this
lesson than any of the other lessons in the unit. To validate this assumption, we analyzed the
videotapes for the next two lessons in which students wrote scientific explanations for a subset of
the 13 teachers (four teachers), based on available videotape data. We found that the teachers used
the four instructional practices, either in a similar manner or less frequently in these next two
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lessons, suggesting that the focal lesson was the appropriate choice for examining teacher
instructional practices2.
The focal lesson typically took teachers between 1 and 2 days, with one teacher requiring the
beginning of a third day to complete the lesson. We developed the coding schemes from our
theoretical framework, our experiences from a preliminary study (Lizotte et al., 2004), and an
iterative analysis of the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Two of the codes, defining scientific
explanation and modeling scientific explanation, were adapted from a preliminary study of
videotape data from the previous enactment of the Stuff curriculum unit, which included six
teachers (Lizotte et al., 2004). After finalizing the coding schemes, each lesson was scored by one
of two raters. We randomly selected 46% of the lessons (6 of the 13 teachers) to be coded by the
second independent rater. The interrater reliability, determined by percent agreement, was 82%.
All disagreements were resolved through discussion. In what follows is a detailed description of
the coding schemes for each of the four instructional practices.
To characterize how teachers defined scientific explanation, we gave each teacher a score
from 0 to 5 for each of the three components of scientific explanation (see Table 1).
As accurate and complete definitions, we used the descriptions that were provided for the
teachers in the curriculum materials. A claim is described as a statement or conclusion that
answers the original question. Evidence is scientific data that is both appropriate and sufficient to
support the claim. The reasoning is a justification that shows why the data count as evidence to
support the claim and includes appropriate scientific principles. For each component, the
curriculum offers different ways of discussing these definitions with students. The teachers did not
need to use language identical to that in the curriculum, but the language did need to align with the
intent of the materials. For example, one teacher received a Level 4 for the defining evidence code,
because she talked about evidence as appropriate data, but did not discuss the idea of sufficiency.
When the teacher asked the class to define evidence, students responded that evidence was ‘‘things
that back up your claim’’ and ‘‘facts, numbers, or data.’’ The teacher summarized the responses on
the board by defining evidence as ‘‘data that supports or backs up the claim.’’ This idea that data
should support or back up the claim aligned with the idea of using appropriate data, but the teacher
did not discuss the idea of sufficiency or including enough data.
In terms of providing a rationale, we were interested in whether teachers described a purpose
for engaging in this scientific practice. Table 2 provides a description of the code.
Table 1
Code for defining scientific explanation
Level Description of Level
0 Does not identify The teacher did not mention the component during the focal
lesson.
1 Incorrect definition The teacher mentioned the component, but the definition of it
was inaccurate.
2 No definition The teacher mentioned the component, but did not explicitly
define the component.
3 Vague definition The teacher provided a vague definition of the component.
4 Accurate but incomplete
definition
The teacher defined the component correctly, but the definition
was incomplete. The definitions of claim, evidence, and
reasoning each included two parts. Teachers who received
this code only discussed one of the two parts.
5 Accurate and complete definition The teacher provided a complete and accurate definition of the
component, which included both parts.
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Specifically, we were interested in whether teachers discussed the importance of explaining
phenomena and the idea of audience. Science is fundamentally about explaining phenomena and
providing support for those explanations to justify them for other people, a particular audience.
Merely providing a claim is not as convincing or persuasive as supporting that claim with evidence
and reasoning. We gave each teacher a score of 0, 1, or 2 depending on their level of discussion
around why people create explanations. For example, one teacher received a 1 for rationale,
because she discussed the importance of explaining, but did not discuss the idea of audience. She
told her class, ‘‘Explaining is probably the most important part of figuring out what is going on in
science—it is what scientists do the most.’’
For modeling scientific explanations, we examined how teachers used the three hypothetical
examples in the curriculum about whether lard and soap are the same or different substances. To
help students understand the quality of an explanation, a teacher needed to explicitly discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of each component, rather than just provide an example or make a
general statement that the explanation was good. We assigned each teacher a total of nine codes:
claim, evidence, and reasoning codes for each of the three examples. Each code ranged from a
Level 0 to Level 5. Table 3 provides a description of each level.
For example, one teacher received a Level 5 score for evidence when she modeled a weak
explanation and then critiqued the evidence. The example stated, ‘‘The data table is my evidence
that they are different substances.’’ After showing the example, the teacher asked the class ‘‘Did
they give us some good evidence?’’ The class responded ‘‘No.’’ The teacher then critiqued this
example, ‘‘What about the data table? I don’t know (gestures hands in the air). What on the data
table? I don’t know (gestures hands in the air) . . . you did not give me any data to prove anything.’’
The teacher received a Level 5 for evidence because she explicitly identified the evidence as weak.
Instead of providing a general statement about the data table, the explanation should have included
specific data, such as the densities and melting points of fat and soap, to support the claim. After
coding each example, we then averaged across examples to assign each teacher a mean score for
each explanation component.
For connecting scientific explanation to everyday explanation, we were interested in
whether teachers brought up everyday examples, such as art or sports, to help students
understand how to construct explanations in science. Specifically, we were interested in whether
teachers discussed how the general structure of a scientific explanation applied to everyday
explanations. We provided each teacher with a rating of 0–4, depending on how many of
the components they discussed in relation to an everyday example. The coding is described in
Table 4.
Table 2
Code for making the rationale of scientific explanation explicit
Level Description of Level
0 Does not mention rationale The teacher did not mention a rationale or a reason for creating an
explanation during the focal lesson.
1 Vague rationale The teacher mentioned a vague rationale, such as explanations being
an important part of science or that scientists create explanations
all the time.
2 Explicit rationale The teacher explicitly mentioned the idea of constructing an
explanation for an audience. Audience is discussed in terms of the
purpose of an explanation is to convince or persuade someone else
about the strength of a claim.
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One teacher received a Level 3 for her discussion of an art example. The teacher stated, ‘‘I am
the best artist in this room—that is my claim . . . My evidence is that I understand what good art
looks like. I draw beautiful stick figures and everyone understands my artwork when I put it on the
board.’’ This teacher received a Level 3, because she explicitly talked about both the claim and
evidence in her everyday example.
Table 3
Code for modeling scientific explanation
Level Description of Level
0 Incorrect identification The teacher incorrectly identified the component in the explanation.
For instance, a teacher might say that an example does not include
a claim when in fact it did include a claim.
1 Does not identify The teacher did not mention whether the example included the
component.
2 Identifies too much The teacher identified more than the component in an explanation. For
instance, a teacher might say that the claim in an example was ‘‘Fat
and soap are different substances. Fat and soap have different
colors. The second sentence is in fact part of the evidence so the
teacher has identified more than the claim in this example. This
score could only apply if the example included a component.
3 Vague identification The teacher made a vague statement that an explanation did or did not
include the component, but did not explicitly address why the
example did or did not include that component. For instance, a
teacher might simply say that an example includes reasoning
without discussing where the reasoning is in the example or why it
counts as reasoning.
4 Identifies too little The teacher explicitly identified only a portion of a component. For
instance, an example explanation may include three pieces of
evidence and a teacher only discusses two of these pieces of
evidence. A teacher could only receive this code if a component
included multiple parts (e.g., three pieces of evidence).
5 Accurate and complete
identification
The teacher explicitly identified the component in the example or
explicitly stated that the explanation did not include that
component.
Table 4
Codes for connecting scientific explanation to everyday explanation
Level Description of Level
0 Does not mention an everyday
example
The teacher does not mention an everyday example.
1 Discusses an everyday example,
but not components
The teacher talks about an everyday example, such as basketball,
tennis shoes, or allowances, but does not explicitly discuss the
ideas of claim, evidence or reasoning in relation to the
example.
2 Discusses an everyday example,
including one component
The teacher talks about an everyday example, and explicitly talks
about one of the three components (i.e., claim, evidence, or
reasoning) in relation to the example.
3 Discusses an everyday example,
including two components
The teacher talks about an everyday example, and explicitly talks
about two of the three components (i.e., claim, evidence, or
reasoning) in relation to the example.
4 Discusses an everyday example,
including three components
The teacher talks about an everyday example, and explicitly talks
about all three of the components (i.e., claim, evidence, or
reasoning) in relation to the example.
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Although these codes are far from exhaustive in terms of capturing what instructional
practices the teachers used to support explanation, we were interested if they captured an aspect of
teacher practice in the focal lesson that would predict student learning of scientific explanation.
Assessing Students’ Explanations
To measure student learning, we collected pre- and posttest data. Students completed
identical pre- and posttests that consisted of 15 multiple-choice items and four open-ended items.
Three of the four open-ended items asked students to write scientific explanations for the three
content areas in the unit: substances and properties, chemical reactions, and conservation of mass.
The analysis for this study focused on these three scientific explanation items. Appendix A
provides examples of two of the scientific explanation test items. Successfully writing a scientific
explanation requires both an understanding of the science content and an understanding of how to
write a scientific explanation (McNeill et al., 2006). Consequently, assessing students’ scientific
explanation should combine an analysis of the conceptual understanding and an analysis of the
structure of the scientific explanation (Sandoval & Millwood, 2007). To assess students’ scientific
explanations, we adapted a base scientific explanation rubric for each of the three explanation
tasks (see McNeill et al., 2006; McNeill & Krajcik, 2007). The base explanation rubric includes
the three components that we then adapt to create a specific rubric to address the particular content
and task. Appendix B provides an example of a specific rubric for the scientific explanation test
question #1. A more complete description of our coding process and examples of student work can
be found in the study by McNeill and Krajcik (2007).
Each explanation was scored by one rater. We then randomly sampled 20% of the tests, which
were scored by a second independent rater. Our estimates of interrater reliability were calculated
by percent agreement. Our interrater agreement was 97% for claim, 95% for evidence, and 97%
for reasoning for the three explanations. Only students who completed both the pretest and posttest
were included in the analysis. Because of high absenteeism in the urban schools only 835 students
completed both the pre- and posttests. Of these students, 51% were female and 49% were male.
Results
Our analyses address the following three questions: (1) Did students’ explanations improve
from pre- to posttest and, if so, did this improvement vary by teacher? (2) What instructional
practices did teachers engage in during the focal lesson to support students’ explanations? (3) Did
the teachers’ instructional practices measured during the focal lesson predict student learning of
scientific explanations?
Students’ Pre- and Posttest Explanation Scores
We examined whether students’ explanation scores improved significantly from the pre- to
posttest. We summed students’ explanation scores across the three explanation test items
(substances, chemical reactions, and conservation of mass). We then analyzed their composite
explanation score, which is a sum of their claim, evidence, and reasoning scores, as well as each
component separately. Table 5 provides the results from this analysis.
Students showed significant learning gains on their composite explanation scores as well as
on each separate component. This suggests that students became more adept at constructing
scientific explanations during the instructional unit. Similar to our previous research (Lizotte et al.,
2004; McNeill et al., 2006), we see that students have the most difficulty with the reasoning
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component, but that the reasoning scores also demonstrate the greatest improvement from pre- to
posttest as indicated by the greater effect size for reasoning compared with claim and evidence.
We also examined whether there was a significant difference in student learning between
teachers. Figure 1 displays the effect sizes of the 13 teachers for students’ total explanation
scores.3
Although each teacher’s students had significant learning gains for their explanations
(p-values<0.001), the effect sizes ranged from 1.11 to 5.84. Teacher A is an exceptional teacher in
Urban A. Because her effect size was much larger than that of the other teachers, we ran all of the
future analyses in this study both with and without her students in the dataset. Including her
students did not alter the significance level or direction of any of the results, so we included her in
all analyses presented. In other work, we are looking at her case more closely to determine the
unique characteristics of her classroom practice. We tested whether there was a significant teacher
effect by performing an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on students’ posttest explanation
scores with the pretest explanation scores as the covariate and the teacher as the fixed factor. There
was a significant teacher effect with the student learning gains of some teachers being greater than
those of other teachers, F(12, 821)¼ 16.429, p< 0.001. There was also a significant interaction
Table 5
Overall student learning of scientific explanation (n¼ 835)
Score Type Maximum Pretest M (SD) Posttest M (SD) t (834)a Effect Sizeb
Composite score
Component
11.25 1.37 (1.48) 4.27 (2.48) 35.16*** 1.96
Claim 3.75 0.87 (1.01) 2.05 (1.18) 25.54*** 1.17
Evidence 3.75 0.42 (0.57) 1.28 (0.99) 24.86*** 1.51
Reasoning 3.75 0.08 (0.25) 0.94 (0.94) 26.98*** 3.44
aOne-tailed, paired t-test.
bEffect size is the difference between pretest M and posttest M divided by pretest SD.
***p< 0.001.
Figure 1. Effect size across teachers for students’ scientific explanations.
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between the teacher and students’ pretest scores,F(12, 821)¼ 2.776, p< 0.01, suggesting that the
effect of a student’s pretest on his or her posttest varied by teacher. This suggests that there was
differential learning of scientific explanation across teachers. Consequently, we were interested
in whether teachers’ practices during the focal lesson explained any of the between teacher
variance.
Teachers’ Practices During the Focal Lesson
We examined whether there was differential use of the four instructional practices during the
focal lesson by the 13 teachers or if all of the teachers engaged in similar practices. Table 6 displays
the descriptive statistics for each of the practices. For both defining and modeling, we created an
overall composite score where we summed each teacher’s scores for claim, evidence, and
reasoning, and we also examined the scores for each component. We created a composite score to
provide a more holistic view of the teachers’ practices for explanation.
Defining Scientific Explanation
In terms of defining scientific explanation, all 13 teachers defined the different components, but
the accuracy and completeness varied. Our coding scheme (see Table 1) included a scoring of just
mentioning a component as a Level 2, a vague definition as a Level 3, and an accurate and complete
definition as a Level 5. For all three components, the highest score was a Level 5, suggesting that at
least one teacher accurately and completely defined the component. The lowest score for claim and
evidence was a Level 2, which means that a teacher mentioned it without defining the component,
and for reasoning it was a Level 0, which means one teacher never mentioned reasoning. Of the
three components, claim had the highest average score, suggesting that the teachers most
completely and accurately defined claim. There was the least variation in how the teachers
discussed evidence, with most teachers referring to it vaguely as data, with little discussion of
appropriateness or sufficiency. Finally, reasoning had the lowest average, but the greatest variation.
Some teachers discussed extensively the idea of including a scientific principle to connect the claim
and evidence, whereas one teacher did not even mention the concept of reasoning.
Making the Rationale of Scientific Explanation Explicit
When introducing scientific explanation, very few teachers discussed the rationale behind
why an individual may want to construct a scientific explanation. Only 2 of the 13 teachers
Table 6
Descriptive statistics for teachers’ instructional practices (n¼ 13 teachers)
M (SD)
Defining scientific explanation 9.85 (2.38)
Defining claim 3.54 (1.05)
Defining evidence 3.31 (0.75)
Defining reasoning 3.00 (1.41)
Rationale of scientific explanation 0.15 (0.38)
Modeling scientific explanation 9.00 (2.92)
Modeling claim 3.21 (1.13)
Modeling evidence 3.26 (0.95)
Modeling reasoning 2.54 (1.24)
Connecting to everyday explanation 0.23 (0.44)
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discussed a rationale behind completing explanation: Teacher J taught in City B and Teacher
N taught in Urban C. Both teachers discussed the idea that the goal of science is to explain
phenomena. Considering that the materials did not explicitly discuss this idea, it is not surprising
that teachers did not include it in their classroom practice.
Modeling Scientific Explanation
All except one of the teachers modeled how to construct a scientific explanation. Of the other
12 teachers, there was a range of discussion in terms of the explicitness and accuracy of the three
different components. Our coding scheme (see Table 3) included: not modeling a component as a
Level 1; a vague identification of a component as a Level 3; and an accurate and complete
identification of a component as a Level 5. For all three components, the teachers’ scores ranged
from Level 1 to Level 5. No teacher received a Level 0, which would have meant that a teacher
incorrectly modeled a component. Similar to defining the three different components, the average
claim score was again the highest, suggesting that the teachers accurately modeled how to
construct a claim more than the other two components. Again, evidence had the least variation,
with a mean score of 3.26, suggesting that the majority of teachers vaguely identified evidence
when they modeled it for their students. Finally, similar to defining, reasoning again had the lowest
mean and the most variation. The majority of teachers did not accurately and completely identify
the reasoning, although there was one teacher who did receive a Level 5.
Connecting Scientific Explanations to Everyday Explanations
Similar to discussing the rationale behind scientific explanation, connecting scientific
explanations to everyday explanations rarely occurred in the classrooms observed. Of the
13 teachers only 3 discussed everyday examples during the focal lesson. In two of the cases,
the teachers discussed all three components in relation to an everyday example. In the third
case, the teacher just discussed what a claim and evidence would look like in an everyday
example (art).
Effect of Teachers’ Instructional Practices on Students’ Explanations
We created a hierarchical linear regression model to determine whether there was a
relationship between teachers’ instructional practices to support scientific explanation
construction during the focal lesson and student learning of scientific explanations.4 We were
interested in whether the way they introduced scientific explanation to their students influenced
students’ learning of scientific explanation. We z-scored the outcome variable, the explanation
posttest score, so that the unstandardized regression coefficients would be equivalent to the effect
size. We also z-scored the pretest to keep it on the same scale. The rest of the variables we left in
their original metric for ease of interpretation. We wanted to be able to talk about the effect of
vaguely defining the different components of a scientific explanation, as compared with accurately
and completely defining the components, not about a change in one standard deviation. Because
teachers rarely completed both making the rationale explicit and connecting to the everyday, we
could not treat these as continuous variables. Rather we dummy-coded both variables, so that the
variable included in the regression model only indicated whether the teacher did (1) or did not (0)
complete the practice. Because each of the 13 teachers received a distinct score for both defining
and modeling at the composite level, we decided to treat these variables as continuous. Before
conducting this analysis, we also created interaction terms.5 We were interested in whether there
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was an interaction between the different teacher instructional practices. Did the effect of one
teacher practice depend on the quality of a teacher’s engagement in a second teacher practice? We
calculated the interaction terms for the four teacher instructional practice predictors by
multiplying each pair of predictors for a total of six interaction terms. The product term represents
a combined effect of the two variables that is unique or goes above and beyond the separate
additive effects of the two variables.
We used a hierarchical regression model because variables are grouped theoretically and then
the groups are added one at a time (see Table 7). Model 1 includes the student measures from the
beginning of the unit: gender and pretest score. Model 2 includes the four measures of teacher
practices: defining scientific explanation, making the rationale of scientific explanation explicit,
modeling scientific explanation, and connecting scientific explanation to everyday explanation.
Finally, in Model 3 we added the interaction terms using stepwise regression. The interactions
were added one at a time until they no longer significantly increased the proportion of the variance
in the outcome variable explained by the model at an alpha level of 0.05. We used stepwise
regression for the interaction terms because we only wanted to include the significant interactions
in the regression model and we did not have a theoretical reason to include the interactions for
some teacher practices and not others.
Table 7 includes the results for the regression analysis with the explanation posttest as the
outcome variable, including the unstandardized regression coefficients and significant levels for
each of the independent variables. The first group, which included gender and the pretest score,
was significant for students’ posttest, F(2, 832)¼ 64.382, p< 0.001. This regression model
explained 13.4% of the variance in students’ posttest scores. It is not surprising that students’
performance on the pretest explained a large percentage of the variance on the posttest. In other
words, students who scored higher on the pretest were more likely to score higher on the posttest.
Gender was also significant, with females scoring higher on the posttest than males.
The change in the model resulting from the addition of the second group, which included the
four instructional practices, was significant, F(6, 828)¼ 43.560, p< 0.001. Adding the teacher
practices from the focal lesson explained 10.6% more of the variance in students’ posttest
explanation scores. Three of the four teacher practices significantly influenced student learning
of scientific explanation: defining scientific explanation, making the rationale of scientific
explanation explicit, and connecting scientific explanation to everyday explanation. Whether a
Table 7








Gender 0.163* 0.156* 0.148*
Pretest 0.355*** 0.288*** 0.266***
Defining scientific explanation 0.124*** 0.147***
Rationale of scientific explanation 0.831*** 0.548***
Modeling scientific explanation 0.011 0.007
Connecting to everyday explanation 0.469*** 0.454***
Rationale defining 0.407***
Constant 0.083 1.079*** 1.338***
R2 0.134*** 0.240*** 0.286***
Change in R2 0.106*** 0.045***
*p< 0.05; ***p< 0.001.
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teacher discussed the rationale behind scientific explanation had the greatest effect. If a teacher
did discuss the rationale compared to not discussing it, this resulted in significantly greater
student learning of scientific explanation with an effect size of 0.831. Connecting scientific
explanation to everyday explanation had a negative effect on student learning of scientific
explanation. Furthermore, teachers who received a higher score for defining the components
also had students with lower scientific explanation scores. Adding the four teacher practices
also decreased the effect size of the pretest. This is important because it suggests that teacher
practices can help students overcome some of their performance differences at the beginning of
the unit.
The final model includes one significant interaction, rationale defining.6 The change in the
model is significant for students’ posttest scores, F(7, 827)¼ 47.112, p< 0.001, and explained
4.5% more of the variance. An interaction term suggests that the effect of one variable on student
learning depends on another variable. Considering the importance of context in education, it is not
surprising that the influence of one variable is going to depend on another variable. The final model
explained a total of 28.6% of the variation in students’ posttest explanation scores. This final
model suggests the relative importance of each variable while considering the influence of the
other variables.
In the final model, the direction and significance of the four main effects for the
teacher practices remained the same. Explicitly discussing the rationale behind scientific
explanation resulted in greater student learning gains, whereas defining the components of
scientific explanation and linking scientific explanation to everyday explanation resulted in lower
student gains. Modeling scientific explanations did not have a significant effect on student
learning.
Besides the main effects, the interaction term suggests an interesting relationship between
making the rationale explicit and defining explanation. Figure 2 depicts the interaction between
explicitly discussing the rationale behind scientific explanation and defining the different
components of explanation. The solid line in Figure 2 represents the effect size of posttest
achievement when teachers provided students with the rationale behind scientific explanation, and
the dotted line represents when the teachers did not provide the rationale. If a teacher discussed the
rationale behind scientific explanation, then receiving a composite definition score of above 9 had
a positive impact on student learning of scientific explanation. A composite score of 9 could be
obtained by receiving a 3 for each of the components, which corresponds to providing vague
definitions. A teacher who both discussed the rationale and accurately and completely defined the
different components of scientific explanation had the greatest positive effect on students’ posttest
explanation achievement. If a teacher did not discuss the rationale behind scientific explanation,
then accurately and completely defining the different components of an explanation actually had a
negative impact on student learning. This suggests that the effect of one instructional practice may
depend on the other practices that are a part of the classroom environment.
To summarize, the final model shows that three of the teacher practices used during the
introduction to scientific explanation had a significant impact on student learning of scientific
explanation. In terms of the main effects, discussing the rationale behind scientific explanation
had a positive impact on student learning, whereas connecting scientific explanation to
everyday explanation had a negative impact on student learning. The effect of defining the
different components of explanation depended on whether or not a teacher also provided
the rationale behind explanation. When a teacher provided the rationale, then defining the
components had a positive impact, whereas, when a teacher did not provide a rationale, it had a
negative impact. This suggests that the influence of an instructional practice depends on the
context.
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Discussion
The role of teachers is essential in supporting students in scientific inquiry practices
(AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). Yet, like other researchers (Flick, 2000; Keys & Bryan, 2001), we
argue that there have been few research studies that explicitly examine teacher instructional
practices to support students in scientific inquiry. Specifically, we are interested in supporting
students in constructing evidence-based scientific explanations, which are a fundamental
aspect of scientific inquiry (Duschl & Osborne, 2002). Our results suggest that for all 13 teachers
who completed the Stuff unit, their students had significant learning gains for scientific
explanation. Yet teachers varied in their use of the instructional practices during the
introduction of scientific explanation and this variation influenced student learning of scientific
explanation.
Although all 13 teachers completed the same curricular unit, which explicitly focused on
scientific explanation, we found that the adoption of the unit did not result in uniform instruction.
The enactment of curriculum materials is a dynamic process mediated by a teacher’s knowledge,
beliefs and dispositions (Remillard, 2005). All teachers defined scientific explanations and the
majority of teachers modeled how to construct scientific explanations, although the quality of
these practices varied. For both defining and modeling, on average, teachers received the strongest
scores for claim and weakest scores for reasoning, which also had the most variation. Because
students received the least support from their teachers for reasoning, this is one explanation for
why they had the most difficulty with this component. Few teachers discussed the rationale behind
scientific explanations or connected scientific explanation to everyday explanation. Although
there is a range of acceptable enactments of a curriculum, it is important for curriculum developers
to clarify the essential components to help teachers in their adaptations (Remillard, 2005). By
examining the effects of teachers’ different adaptations, we hope to provide greater support to
teachers.
Figure 2. Interaction between rationale and defining (–^–: Provided a Rationale; – –: Did not provide
Rationale).
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We found that making the rationale of scientific explanation explicit for students during the
introduction of scientific explanation resulted in greater student learning of scientific
explanations. Instruction should help students understand the logic behind scientific inquiry
practices (Kuhn et al., 2000). Helping students understand the rationale behind scientific
explanations may help them see why they need to include evidence and reasoning to support their
claims. When teachers include this instructional practice as part of their classroom instruction,
students may obtain a stronger understanding of scientific explanation, which may help them in
the construction of scientific explanations. Because so few teachers actually discussed the
rationale behind scientific explanation in our study, we feel that to better understand this
relationship we need to investigate more cases where the rationale is a part of classroom
practice. In our regression model, we were only able to include the presence or absence of
an accurate discussion of the rationale. It would be of interest to examine the depth of
discussions around the rationale to see how this influences student learning. Based on the results
of this study, we intend to revise the instructional materials to include an explicit discussion
about the importance of discussing the rationale behind scientific explanation with
students. Hopefully, by revising the curriculum materials, more teachers will engage in this
instructional practice during their classroom instruction, allowing us to explore this practice in
more depth.
Defining the different components of scientific explanations in the focal lesson
increased student learning in some contexts, yet it decreased it in other contexts. There was an
interaction between providing the rationale for scientific explanation and defining the
different components of scientific explanation. When a teacher provided the rationale behind
scientific explanation, then defining the different components resulted in greater student
learning. However, when a teacher did not provide the rationale, then defining the different
components of scientific explanation actually had a negative impact on student learning. Within
classrooms, many factors influence student learning, including teachers, peers, and tools such as
curriculum and software materials (Lampert, 2002). Tabak (2004) argued that students, tools, and
teachers can act synergistically where they interact to support a specific learning goal. It is
important to consider classrooms as complex systems when evaluating the effectiveness of any
factor in terms of student learning. The results of our study suggest that even when looking at
different teacher practices, it is important to consider what other practices occur within the
classroom.
Previous research has found that being explicit about scientific inquiry practices
(Herrenkohl et al., 1999) and providing students with different heuristics (Metz, 2000) can
help students engage in scientific inquiry practices. Although providing students with a
definition of scientific explanation and its components can help students engage in this practice,
there is also the danger that explanation construction can become too algorithmic, formulaic,
or procedural, without an understanding of the inquiry practice as a whole. We conjecture that,
in classrooms where teachers focus on defining the parts, without a discussion of the rationale
behind scientific explanation as a whole, constructing explanations becomes more algorithmic
for students and they do not develop as deep an understanding of scientific explanation.
Students may have understood scientific explanation as claim, evidence, and reasoning, but
they did not understand the purpose behind the different components or how they fit together as
a whole. Scientific explanations can become a rote task in which students do not understand
why they are doing it or the motivation behind engaging in this complex practice (Kuhn &
Reiser, 2005). This may explain why we found that when teachers defined the different
components, but did not discuss the rationale, students had lower posttest explanation
achievement. When supporting students in explanation and argumentation, it is important help
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motivate a ‘‘need’’ (Kuhn & Reiser, 2006) and help students understand the purpose behind this
practice.
Modeling how to construct scientific explanations during the focal lesson did not significantly
influence student learning of scientific explanations. Previous research has found that teacher
modeling of scientific inquiry practices can encourage student success in these same
practices (Crawford, 2000; Tabak, 2004). There are many possible reasons for why we did not
find a significant effect in this study. For example, other teacher instructional practices may have
had a stronger impact on student learning or it may have been more important to model
scientific explanations over time and across different contexts than when explanations were first
introduced.
The last instructional practice we examined was connecting scientific explanation to
everyday explanation. We were surprised by the results of including this in our regression model.
To help students develop a scientific discourse, teachers need to develop students’ awareness of
different discourses and make connections between students’ everyday discourse and science
discourse (Moje et al., 2001). Consequently, before conducting the analysis we thought that, if
teachers made connections between everyday explanations and scientific explanations, then
greater student learning would result. Our analysis suggests that the opposite occurred. Discussing
everyday explanations in the classroom actually resulted in lower student posttest explanation
achievement. Similar to our code for rationale, very few teachers engaged in this instructional
practice and we were only able to include the strategy in our regression model in terms of the
presence or absence. It may be that this negative effect is simply a result of our small sample of
teachers who connected everyday explanation to scientific explanation. It is also possible that it is
not the presence of this instructional practice that is important, but rather other characteristics of
the instructional practice.
Our coding scheme (see Table 6) captured only whether or not teachers discussed an everyday
explanation and what components they discussed. To further understand the effect of
discussing everyday examples, we would need to examine more cases in which teachers used
everyday explanations in their classrooms and assess the different ways they used the examples. In
reexamining the three cases in which teachers discussed everyday examples, in all three instances
the teachers discussed the similarities between everyday explanations and scientific explanations.
To effectively use an everyday example, it may be more important to discuss the differences.
Focusing on science as a discourse with distinct language forms and ways of knowing can help
language-minority students learn to think and talk scientifically (Rosebery et al., 1992). Teachers
need to discuss the differences between students’ everyday discourses and scientific discourses
(Lee, 2004). It may be that discussing everyday explanations is only helpful for students if it
includes a discussion of the differences compared with scientific explanation, instead of
discussing only the similarities, like the teachers in this study. To fully reveal the importance of this
strategy, we would need to evaluate more teachers who compared everyday and scientific
explanations in a variety of different ways.
The small sample size of our study, 13 teachers, may have influenced the results of
our analysis, particularly for discussing the rationale behind scientific explanation and
connecting scientific explanations to everyday explanations, because very few teachers used
these instructional practices. Yet, we find the infrequency of these two practices and
their possible influence on student learning to be important avenues for future research.
In this study we also focused on the teachers’ introduction of scientific explanation to their
students during one lesson. Consequently, an extension of this study would be to track teacher
instructional practices over time to see how their practices changed and how these practices
influenced student learning. Future research should also look more closely at the interactions
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between the teacher and student, instead of simply focusing on the role of the teacher, as we did in
this study.
Our study does provide some preliminary findings on how teacher practices can play an
important role in student learning of scientific inquiry practices. Even when students are
engaged in the same instructional unit, differential learning occurs that can be directly linked to
instructional practices. Furthermore, the effect of these instructional practices can depend on the
other supports available to students in the classroom. Developing a more in-depth understanding
of these teacher practices is essential for supporting students in scientific inquiry practices, such as
the construction of evidence-based scientific explanations.
Notes
1The number of explanations may vary slightly by teacher. There are optional lessons during the unit
that teachers may choose to use with their students.
2We used a checklist for the four instructional practices to determine how frequently the teachers
used these practices in the next two lessons. We analyzed one class period for Lesson 7 and two
class periods for Lesson 8, for a total of 12 class periods across the four teachers. Two teachers
engaged in similar practices in the next two lessons as compared with the focal lesson during
which they both vaguely defined explanation and modeled explanations. The other two teachers provided
slightly less support in the next two lessons. During the focal lesson, they both vaguely
defined scientific explanation and modeled explanations. In the next two lessons, they again both vaguely
defined scientific explanation, but did not model scientific explanation. Similar to the focal lesson, none
of the four teachers discussed the rationale or connected them to everyday explanation in the next two
lessons.
3We calculated effect size by dividing the difference between pretest and posttest means by the pretest
standard deviation.
4Originally, we tried to run a hierarchical linear model (HLM), because were asking a multilevel
question where students are nested in classrooms. Unfortunately, our sample size of teachers was not large
enough to use HLM or to include the contextual factors in our statistical analysis. We did not have enough
variance in students’ learning of explanation between teachers.
5Before creating the interaction terms, we centered the two continuous variables, modeling and
defining, to eliminate nonessential multicollinearity.
6For Model 3 and the previous two models we tested for multicollinearity by following the
procedures of Cohen et al. (2003), wherein we examined the variance inflation factor (VIF), the
tolerance, and the condition index. None of the independent variables in the final model or the two
initial models exceeded their guidelines for VIF or tolerance. For the condition index, an index of > 30 is
considered a serious threat to multicollinearity, whereas an index of > 15 indicates possible
multicollinearity problems. For our final model, only two interactions were added stepwise to the
model: rationale defining and modeling defining. Modeling defining had a condition index of
16.529 and accounted for a sizable proportion of the variance for both the teacher practice of defining
and the interaction between rationale and defining. Consequently, we were concerned about the collinearity
of this independent variable with the other independent variables and chose to remove it from our final
model.
This research was conducted as part of the Investigating and Questioning our
World through Science and Technology (IQWST) project and the Center for
Curriculum Materials in Science (CCMS). Any opinions expressed in this work are
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent either those of the funding agency,
Boston College, or the University of Michigan. The authors thank all of the researchers
involved with IQWST and CCMS, especially David Lizotte, Betsy Davis, Brian Reiser,
and Leema Kuhn.
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Appendix A: Examples of Scientific Explanation Test Questions
1. Carlos takes some measurements of two liquids—butanic acid and butanol. Then he stirs
the two liquids together and heats them. After stirring and heating the liquids, they form two
separate layers—Layer A and Layer B. Carlos uses an eyedropper to get a sample from each layer
and takes some measurements of each sample. Here are his results:
Table A-1
Write a scientific explanation that states whether a chemical reaction occurred when Carlos
stirred and heated butanic acid and butanol.
2. Examine the following data table:
Table A-2
Write a scientific explanation that states whether any of the liquids are the same substance.
Measurements
Density Melting Point Mass Volume Solubility in Water
Before stirring and heating
Butanic acid 0.96 g/cm3 7.98C 9.78 g 10.18 cm3 Yes
Butanol 0.81 g/cm3 89.58C 8.22 g 10.15 cm3 Yes
After stirring and heating
Layer A 0.87 g/cm3 91.58C 1.74 g 2.00 cm3 No
Layer B 1.00 g/cm3 0.08C 2.00 g 2.00 cm3 Yes
Density Color Mass Melting Point
Liquid 1 0.93 g/cm3 No color 38 g 988C
Liquid 2 0.79 g/cm3 No color 38 g 268C
Liquid 3 13.6 g/cm3 Silver 21 g 398C
Liquid 4 0.93 g/cm3 No color 16 g 988C
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Appendix B: Specific Explanation Rubric for Test Item #1 (Chemical Reactions)
Table B-1
Component Level





Does not make a





Does not apply to
this assessment task.
States that a chemical
reaction did not occur.
States that a chemical
reaction did occur.
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